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About us

90 +
corporate
members

40 +
association
members

31

countries
represented

7

working
groups

2

specialised
networks
(EPC, IBTC)

Bioenergy Europe, formerly known as the
European Biomass Association (AEBIOM),
is the voice of the bioenergy sector
at EU-level. It aims at developing a
sustainable bioenergy market based on
fair business conditions.
Bioenergy Europe is a non-profit,
Brussels-based international
organisation founded in 1990,
bringing together more than
40 associations
and 90 companies.
Membership
Spread
1 to 5
5 to 10
10 to 15
15+
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Bioenergy is Europe's first source of
renewable energy and will be at the core of
its future energy mix. An energy transition
supported by sustainable bioenergy will
empower citizens and industries, creating a
smarter energy future for all.
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Advocacy
“New frameworks and regulations will have a critical impact on
the bioenergy sector as a whole, creating either challenges or
opportunities for the industry after 2020. Being at the center of
these processes gives strategic advantage to both companies and
associations members of Bioenergy Europe.”

Nathalie Hemeleers
Policy Director

What we do

Your benefits

zz Monitor EU policies on renewable energy,

zz Receive regular updates on EU policy and

sustainability, heating & cooling, agriculture
& forestry, biopower, energy efficiency, air
emissions, circular economy, etc.;

zz Manage working groups to stimulate the

development of joint positions and action
plans;

zz Develop advocacy strategies, including policy
communications, to raise awareness on the
benefits different types of bioenergy offer;

zz Engage with all European bioenergy

stakeholders to give the bioenergy industry a
common voice.

regulatory files through weekly news, internal
notes, customised briefings, etc.;

zz Engage directly with key EU stakeholders;
zz Have a stake in the decision-making process
on Bioenergy Europe positions that directly
impact your organisation's future;

zz Get advice from the Bioenergy Europe policy
team on your strategic positioning regarding
regulatory matters.
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Advocating for the interest of the
European bioenergy sector in Brussels
is our primary mission. In the context
of intense legislative activities on
post-2020 energy and climate policies,
both policy and communication
services are mobilised to ensure that
the voice of the sector is heard.
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Market Intelligence
“Over the past years, the Bioenergy Europe Statistical Report has
become a key publication of its kind. It's a tool that helps the industry,
investors and analysts to follow global market trends and make
informed decisions.”

Cristina Calderón
Market Intelligence Director

What we do

Your benefits

zz Collect & analyse data on the evolution
of bioenergy markets and managing
information databases;

zz Free digital copy of the Bioenergy Europe
Statistical Report every year;

zz Monitor the latest market developments
within specialised press and scientific
publications;
zz Update a database of relevant support
schemes, allowing for the deployment of
bioenergy projects;

zz Access to market intelligence through
Bioenergy Europe's intranet;
zz Exchange directly with bioenergy experts on
market information;
zz Have exclusive visibility among peers by
directly contributing to our publications.

zz Commission studies to provide reliable
information on the dynamics of European
bioenergy to business developers.
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Bioenergy, more than any other
renewable, covers a wide range
of materials and conversion
technologies. Having a bird's-eye
view of such dynamics is key for both
business and policy stakeholders
when making informed decisions.
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Technical Expertise
“One of the greatest successes of Bioenergy Europe's networks
remains the establishment of the ENplus® certification for wood
pellets. With more than 9.2 million tonnes certified, ENplus® is the
leading certification on the market.”

Gilles Gauthier
EPC General Manager

What we do
zz Organise working groups, expert meetings
and webinars on a wide range of topics
including quality, innovation, safety and
standards;
zz Run the dedicated networks EPC and IBTC,
respectively focused on wood pellet and
torrefied pellet technologies;
zz Manage the ENplus® certification and
the development of other bioenergy
certifications to ensure high standard
products and installations across Europe;
zz Take part in and develop European projects
and technology platforms.

Your benefits
zz Launch, develop task forces and projects on
issues that matter to your business;
zz Be part of EPC and IBTC to have a say on
technical and quality issues of pellets and
stay updated on the latest market trends;
zz Take active part in our conferences, webinars
and workshops organised throughout the
year;
zz Stay informed on the most interesting
opportunities proposed by EU projects and
national support schemes.
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At Bioenergy Europe, technical
expertise is shared throughout our
networks, the European Pellet Council
(EPC) and the International Biomass
Torrefaction Council (IBTC), as well as
dedicated working groups, task forces
and, of course, the renowned ENplus®
pellet quality certification scheme.
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Communications
“Despite being Europe's first source of renewables, bioenergy remains
too often misunderstood. Educating about bioenergy can be achieved
only by establishing and maintaining close collaborations among all
stakeholders.”

Jean-Baptiste Boucher
Communications Director

What we do

Your benefits

zz Organise communications actions at
EU-level in order to raise awareness on
bioenergy benefits;

zz Join our Working Group Communications
to get updates and advice on marketing and
communication strategies;

zz Manage Bioenergy Europe's Working
Group Communications in order to agree on
common narratives;

zz Get priority access to speaking and
sponsorship opportunities and discounted
tickets to relevant fairs and events;

zz Coordinate and host events for the European
bioenergy community to facilitate peer
exchange;

zz Promote your business through our
communication channels, including our
newsletter (15.000 contacts), websites,
Business Corner and social media;

zz Engage actively with the EU press and
monitor the reputation of bioenergy across
Europe;

zz Be a protagonist of our pan-European
communication campaigns.
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Bioenergy Europe is a wellestablished organisation
in Brussels. To be in our
membership directory is to
be part of an international
bioenergy community that
brings global visibility to your
company, its products and its
services.
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Membership Fees
“All players caring for the future of the sector should engage with us in the
promotion of their vision and the defence of their interests at EU-level at such a
pivotal time for bioenergy.”

Jean-Marc Jossart
Secretary General

Associations

A1 National bioenergy associations
A2 National renewable energy associations
A3 National pellet associations
A4 Other national sectorial associations

Companies (by turnover)

C1 up to 5 million EUR

1.000,00 EUR

C2 up to 25 million EUR

2.000,00 EUR

C3 up to 50 million EUR

4.000,00 EUR

C4 up to 100 million EUR

8.000,00 EUR

C5 above 100 million EUR

16.000,00 EUR

Academia & Research Centres

4% of your own
membership fees

(min. 1.000,00 EUR,
max. 10.000,00 EUR)

1.000,00 EUR Flat rate

All index fees starting 2019.
For any enquiry, contact us at + 32 2 318 41 00 or info@bioenergyeurope.org
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Bioenergy Europe is a dynamic
and open organisation where
each member has a voice and
the ability to raise an issue
and solve it collectively.
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Our members
Companies

Associations

Academia & Research Centres

Place du Champ de Mars 2,
1050 Brussels, Belgium
T +32 2 318 41 00
info@bioenergyeurope.org
www.bioenergyeurope.org
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